DESCRIPTION
11-02 Eco-Perm coating is a water based, fire-resistive coating for use indoors over thermal insulation. It is used to adhere and size canvas, glass cloth and other fabric coverings used with thermal insulation.  
11-02 Eco-Perm Coating forms a durable white finish that resists yellowing and discoloration.  
11-02 Eco-Perm Coating is also available in black and is designed for edge coating duct liner insulation “duct butter” and liner surface protection.  

SPECIFICATION COMPLIANCE
11-02 Eco-Perm Coating is certified to meet Military Specification MIL-A-3316C, Class 1, Grade A.  
NFPA 90A & 90B  
11-02 Eco-Perm Coating meets USDA regulations regarding use in meat and poultry processing areas. A letter of compliance is available upon request.  
U.S.C.G. 164,012/70/0  

LIMITATIONS  
Keep from freezing. Indoor use only.  
Apply between 40°F (4°C) and 110°F (43°C).  

CAUTION  
Use with adequate ventilation. Avoid prolonged or repeated breathing of vapor. Avoid prolonged or repeated contact with skin. Do not take internally. In an emergency, call a physician. Keep out of reach of children.  

CLEAN-UP  
Wet: Clean fresh water.  
Dry: Hot, soapy water or a strong solvent.  
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UNDERWRITERS LABORATORIES, INC.  
CLASSIFIED  
GENERAL PURPOSE COATING SURFACE BURNING  
CHARACTERISTICS  
54H4  
R10069 Applied to Inorganic Reinforced Cement Board  
USC CNC  
Flame Spread 10 10  
Smoke Developed 0 0  
Rate Per Coat Sq. Ft./Gal. 40 1.0 (m2/L)  
Number of Coats 1 1  
Flash point of liquid coating: Closed cup, no flash to boiling.  
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